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Abstract: Concrete machine foundations are structures that transfer loads from machines in operation
to the ground. The design of such foundations requires a careful analysis of the static and dynamic
effects caused by machine exploitation. There are also other substantial differences between ordinary
concrete foundations and machine foundations, of which the main one is that machine foundations
are separated from the building structure. Appropriate quality and the preservation of operational
parameters of machine foundations are essential, especially in the gas and oil industry, where every
disruption in the technological process is costly. First and foremost, there are direct repair costs from
damage to foundations, but there are also indirect costs associated with blockages of the production
process. Foundation repairs can temporarily shut down a given part of the refining process from
operation. Thanks to cooperation from our partner, we obtained data from 510 concrete machine
foundations from a refinery. Our database included many parameters, such as concrete cover
thickness, machine gravity center distortion, the angular frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations,
the angular frequency of horizontal self-excited vibrations, amplitudes of oscillation, foundation area,
foundation volume, and information on occurring failures. Concrete machine foundation failure is
not yet fully understood. In our study, we assessed what affects the failure occurrence rate of concrete
machine foundations and to what extent. We wanted to find out whether there are correlations
between the foundation failure occurrence rate and the mentioned parameters. To achieve this goal,
we utilized state-of-the-art machine learning techniques.

Keywords: concrete machine foundations; concrete structures; data mining; failure occurrence
prediction; machine learning

1. Introduction

Refineries are oil and gas processing plants that produce fuels, oils, lubricants, asphalt, and other
crude oil-based raw materials. Refineries often occupy large areas of land where there are hundreds of
machine installations that are located on concrete foundations. Failures of concrete foundations for
industrial machines are highly problematic and expensive to repair. Repairing a damaged foundation
may require even a temporary shutdown of the machinery, which may result in direct and indirect
losses that are challenging to estimate. Machine foundations differ significantly from the foundations
of buildings and engineering structures. These foundations are specially designed for transferring
static and dynamic loads from machines in operation to the ground and are mounted separately from
the existing structure [1]. Separating these foundations from the structure of the building in which they
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are located is of vital importance and is performed primarily to protect the construction of the building
against the effects of dynamic loads. These foundations are most often made of reinforced concrete.
Machine foundations are designed for the specific machine that is mounted on it, which makes each
foundation unique. The problem of failures that occur in concrete machine foundations is quite
challenging to explore and find one universal answer. First and foremost, because the machines
mounted on the foundations have diverse functions, they support various stages of technological
processes and perform and operate in different ways [2].

In our paper, we would like to present applied predictive analytics in civil engineering based on
machine learning. In the study, we try to answer the question of what affects the failure occurrence
rate of concrete machine foundations for one of the refineries with which we cooperate. In addition,
we would like to show a solution that we adopted to solve a classification problem, which can
be used in further studies on this subject. The topic of predictive analytics in civil engineering is
present in scientific discourse. However, analysis regarding the failure occurrence rate of concrete
foundations for machines in the refining industry has not been addressed in the literature. Therefore
the subject is new and pioneering. The analysis we prepared involved the use of machine learning
techniques. First, we gathered a comprehensive database of different parameters, from the geometry
of the foundations to the operational parameters of the machines. We used this vast-ranging database,
looking for answers about whether some of these parameters influence the failure occurrence rate of
concrete machine foundations and if so to what extent. As we mentioned, to solve the considered
problem, we decided to use machine learning techniques, because in our opinion, they cope better
with multilevel dependencies between many parameters than well-established statistical methods do.
We want to point out that the adopted approach is experimental and that the conclusions drawn are
not final and might be revised in further studies.

The subject of concrete foundations for industrial machines is a separate field within concrete
structures that requires careful consideration. The design practice of machine foundations requires
design assumptions, which consist of type, rotation speed, power, and weight [3]. However, the essential
matter to consider is the type of machine that we plan to mount on the foundation. Machines are
characterized by different work parameters that can influence the supporting structure in various
ways. According to European norm PN-EN 60034-1:2009—“Rotating Electrical Machines—Part 1:
Nominal data and parameters” [4], machine operation can be characterized as 1 of 10 modes.
The most popular material from which the foundations for machines are made is concrete. To secure
the foundation and improve its reliability parameters, active and passive vibration isolations are used.
Active vibration isolation reduces the transmission of vibrations from the machine to the ground,
and passive ones reduce the transmission of vibrations from the ground to the machine [5].

Machine learning is a field of science that focuses on creating methods and algorithms that allow
for predicting relationships between variables or variables and results. This area has developed very
intensively, especially in the last decade. Machine learning can have many potential applications and can
be used in many scientific fields, from phase identification in structural steel [6] to an assessment of
property value [7,8]; in speech and writing recognition software; in cybersecurity; and in banking,
decision-making, and medicine. The number of potential applications for this technology is vast
and increases every year. Under the general term machine learning, there are many different
computational methods, one of the most popular being an artificial neural network (ANN) and the related
deep neural network (DNN), which means an ANN with many hidden layers [9]. Moreover, machine
learning can also be used to support vector machines, Bayesian networks, and genetic algorithms.

In our study, we decided to utilize an ANN. An ANN is a powerful computing tool that can solve
complex problems by imitating the behavior of the human brain. The primary computing unit of
an ANN is an artificial neuron. One artificial neuron has a reduced ability to solve problems.
However, many artificial neurons connected and put together in layers can give an excellent
approximation of the problem under consideration. In order for an ANN to be practical, it should be
fed with many examples [10]. Namely, we have to present several input parameters with predefined
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or assigned weights, along with output solutions. During the learning process, we check whether
the answer is consistent with the result assigned to it and whether it seeks the right result by changing
the weights of individual parameters. The first ANN required the adjustment of parameter weights
using potentiometers. Recently, the weighing process has been automated by introducing a learning
rule. The architecture of an ANN consists of layers. We can distinguish three types of layers: the input
layer and the output layer, which are associated with input parameters and output targets, and a hidden
layer between them. The hidden layers perform computations on the input parameters and their
weights that are later applied with activation functions to calculate a result. An ANN can be organized
in many different ways. In the available literature, there are three categories in terms of which we can
describe an ANN [10,11]. It can be divided by learning paradigms, learning algorithms, and topologies,
as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The organization of an artificial neural network (ANN) in machine learning.

The first category refers to learning methods that we can divide into supervised and unsupervised
learning and reinforced learning. In supervised learning, we strive for a defined result, while in
unsupervised learning, we try to detect unknown relationships between variables. The second category,
the learning algorithms, refers to how the data are processed to solve the problem. Data are transferred
between layers differently, which affects both the calculation time and the quality of the obtained
results. A basic ANN processes data in only one direction. A recursive ANN causes feedback loops,
which calculate the results after reaching equilibrium [10,11]. Within this category, we can mention
the following learning algorithms: conjugate gradient, quasi-Newton, and steepest descent. The third
category is a network topology. We have single-layer networks, multilayer networks, and networks
with one recurrent layer. The more layers there are, the more powerful the network capability is
at solving complex problems and finding nonlinear dependencies. The more neurons in the layer there
are, the more input data the layer can handle [12,13].
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Machine learning predictive analytics for structural concrete engineering purposes is a broad
subject, but we can divide scientific trends into two main groups that focus on material properties
of concrete and structural health monitoring, respectively. The first research trend mentioned by us
concerns the prediction of concrete compressive strength based on a machine learning analysis of
concrete mix recipes and strength tests. This trend was started in 1998 by Yeh et al. [14]. They tries to
predict the compressive strength of high-performance concrete by using linear regression and an ANN.
In their research, they collected a large amount of data for analysis, but did not take into account
the specificity of concrete maturation. In their database, they had concrete test samples that had not
yet reached their full compressive strength, which in our opinion, may have led to corrupted results.
Lee, S., [15] presented a method in which he improved the accuracy of prediction by introducing
the weighting of input neurons and using a parameter condensation technique for the selection of
the input neurons number. His neural network had a modular structure built from five networks.
The author claimed that the methods he used allowed for optimizing ANN performance well.
Gupta et al. [16] approached the topic differently and proposed a neural expert system. They used this
method to predict the compressive strength of high-performance concrete. The system they proposed
used a multilayered neural network architecture, which was trained with generalized backpropagation
for interval training patterns. The authors argued that the solution allowed for learning from example
inferences. However, their method allowed for the learning of irrelevant input variables that could
distort output. Another element that in our opinion is debatable is the fact that the input variables
had different metrics. Apart from the composition of the concrete mix, ANNs analyze variables
such as curing time. We think that the input parameters adopted for the analysis could lead to
the misrepresentation of concrete compressive strength results. A similar topic is described in the work
of Dac-Khuong Bui et al. [17], who focused entirely on the practical application of neural expert systems.
An application of DNN architecture to predict the compressive strength of concrete was considered by
Fangming Deng et al. [18]. They studied a dataset of recycled concrete recipes and used a network
with five input variables and Softmax regression to find the best prediction model. Referring to
the analysis itself, the authors used so-called deep features. This means that the DNN was trained not
directly on the data but on the input variable ratios. A similar approach was presented by Ziolkowski
and Niedostatkiewicz [19], where in their analysis, they used feature scaling. Fangming Deng et al. [18]
claimed that the use of their method allowed for the achievement of a higher generalization ability
and higher efficiency and precision in comparison to the ANN. However, they used convolution
networks that were computationally expensive, which is why their database was small, with 74 records.
Such a small dataset did not allow their methods to be used on a larger scale and may have resulted
in underfitting, which means that the network did not fit the data correctly to such an extent that it
could limit the efficiency. On the contrary, Hosein Naderpour et al. [20] compared the ANN and DNN
approaches, presenting a similar degree of precision.

The second trend is focused on structural health monitoring, which consists of constant observation
of the structure to ensure its safe exploitation and reliability over time. Such a monitoring system
concerns especially public facilities and elements of critical infrastructure. One of the monitoring
techniques that acquires data for machine learning analysis is a dynamic response measurement.
It involves monitoring continuous intervals of time damage-sensitive features, and it is mainly used
in dams, long-span bridges, or tall buildings. Hao and Xia [21] used a genetic algorithm to evaluate
a one-span steel portal frame with a cantilever beam. They studied three criteria: the frequency
changes, the mode shape changes, and a combination of the first and second criteria. Fang et al. [22]
used a backpropagation neural network to perform structural damage detection, where the frequency
response functions served as an input. They carried out their analysis on a cantilevered beam and got
good accuracy, assessing damage conditions by incorporating into their neural network a tunable
steepest descent. Salazar et al. [23] presented an empirical comparison of machine learning techniques
for dam behavior modeling, where they proved that machine learning techniques noticeably improved
the prediction accuracy of dam behavior. In their work, they presented several details that could
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improve the obtained results, such as the fact that removing the first years of a dam’s lifecycle could
give better estimates. We think that may be related to the maturation of concrete, which we also
pointed out as an essential factor in Yeh et al. [14]. Taffese and Sistonen [24] conducted a detailed
review of state-of-the-art machine learning applications for durability and service life assessments
of reinforced concrete structures. There are also several state-of-the-art applications for machine
learning in civil engineering. Bayar and Bilir [25] proposed the estimation of crack propagation in
concrete by machine learning. They were able to determine crack morphology and estimate crack
propagation from photographs of crack propagation over time. However, they did not perform
adequate validation to determine the repeatability and reliability of this method. Nevertheless,
the method itself seems promising.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Essentials

In our research analysis, we wanted to determine whether and what design parameters of
the foundations and operating parameters of machines mounted on foundations affect the failure
occurrence rate. For this purpose, we collected data from about 510 machine foundations. We used this
data to train an ANN. An ANN estimated the correlations between individual parameters and the failure
rate of concrete foundations. We checked whether the correlation occurred and tried to find out if
it was robust or weak. We dealt with a classification problem, which is the problem of finding out
whether a new observation belongs to a particular category or not. In our case, it was whether a failure
in the concrete machine foundation occurred. We adopted an approach that involved the calculation of
a correlation matrix and logistic correlation, principal components analysis, the optimization of ANN
architecture, a loss index assessment, training, model selection, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis, and predictive model evaluation. Figure 2 presents a flowchart of the adopted approach.
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2.2. The Database of Concrete Machine Foundations

To train the ANN, we created a database. Our database contained 510 records of concrete
machine foundations. They were acquired thanks to the refinery with which we cooperate. Each of
the foundations is different and was designed to transfer loads from the machine mounted on it.
Machines located in the refinery and servicing the refining process of oil and gas are incredibly
diverse, and hence there are a large variety of foundations. We systematized the data obtained
from the foundation measurements into various categories of variables, such as physical dimensions
of foundations, operating parameters of the machine mounted on the foundation, the history of
the machine, and foundation diagnostics. In our analysis, we wanted to discover which parameters
affect the failure of concrete foundations. After extensive consultations with experts, we selected a few
that were the most promising. Table 1 shows the adopted input parameters.

Table 1. The parameters we adopted for our dataset.

Ordinal Number Parameter Codename Type Description

1 Foundation failure occurrence foundations_failure_occurrence target Foundation failure: 1-yes, 0-no

2 Machine failure occurrence machine_failure_occurrence input Machine failure: 1-yes, 0-no

3 Concrete cover thickness cover_thickness input Concrete cover thickness (cm)

4 Machine gravity
center distortion gravity_center_distortion input

Deviation of the foundation with
the machine from the calculated

center of gravity “e” (mm)

5 Angular frequency of vertical
self-excited vibrations vibrations_ar input Angular frequency of vertical

self-excited vibrationsωx (s−1)

6 Angular frequency of horizontal
self-excited vibrations vibrations_as input Angular frequency of horizontal

self-excited vibrationsωy (s−1)

7 Amplitudes of oscillation vibrations_at input
Amplitudes of oscillation (x–y plane
(µm)), the horizontal upper surface

of the block

8 Foundation area fund_area input Foundation area (m2)

9 Foundation volume fund_volume input Foundation volume (m3)

Our analysis required us to divide the considered parameters into two groups. The first
group consisted of parameters that were used to feed the ANN, and the second one had targets in
which we looked for correlations. The parameters and their respective descriptions are in Table 1.
In Table 2, we present value ranges for several variables, along with the average value.

Table 2. Ranges of database input and target features.

Input Features Minimum (-) Maximum (-) Average (-)

Foundation failure occurrence 0.00 1.00 -
Machine failure occurrence 0.00 1.00 -

Concrete cover thickness 2.00 5.00 3.89
Machine gravity center distortion 6.00 744.00 98.16

Angular frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations 73.13 147.72 118.96
Angular frequency of horizontal self-excited vibrations 61.18 123.59 99.53

Amplitudes of oscillation 0.04 36.51 4.87
Foundation area 0.60 25.20 2.76

Foundation volume 1.02 156.24 6.85

2.3. Application and Analysis

We allocated our variables into three subsets: the training, selection, and testing datasets.
Overall, our dataset had 510 records, from which 306 records accounted for the training subset,
102 records for the selection subset, and 102 records for the testing subset. The training subset was 60%
of the whole dataset, the selection subset 20%, and the testing subset 20%. Training and testing
the datasets allowed us to feed the ANN with data and find out what the model’s performance is.
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In Figure 3, we show scatter plots that represent data from input variables in relation to the failure
occurrence rate. Our dataset consisted of records corresponding to the individual foundations, with
several parameters and information on whether the failure occurred: [1] means that the failure occurred,
and [0] means that the failure did not happen.
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not occur). The horizontal axis is the considered parameter, and the units depend on the parameter.
(A) Machine failure occurrence (-); (B) concrete cover thickness (cm); (C) machine gravity center
distortion (mm); (D) angular frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations (s−1); (E) angular frequency of
horizontal self-excited vibrations (s−1); (F) amplitudes of oscillation (µm); (G) foundation area (m2);
(H) foundation volume (m3).

For the needs of our analysis, we found a correlation matrix and performed a logistic correlation.
We also performed a principal components analysis to identify the underlying structure in the dataset to
make a predictive model. In this procedure, we performed an orthogonal transformation to change a set
of potentially correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables. Simplifying
this issue, we tried to find directions in which there was the most variance and where the data were
most dispersed. The results of the analysis were determinations of principal components. In Figure 4,
we present a cumulative sum of explained variance for the eight principal components.
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Figure 4. Cumulative explained variance for the principal components (CEV—cumulative explained variance).

The vertical axis represents the cumulative explained variance, while the horizontal axis
corresponds to the individual principal components. The first direction responded to 60% of
the variation at normalized evolutionary distances, and including the three primary components,
we covered 90% of the total explained variance. The remaining principal components contributed
with progressively declining variance. We think that this minor variation was negligible. To find
an optimal neural network architecture, we first adopted an initial architecture and then tried to
optimize it. The ANN that we propose has eight input and scaling neurons, eight principal components,
three hidden layers, four perceptron neurons, and one probabilistic and output neuron. Figure 5
presents the adopted, optimal ANN architecture.
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Figure 5. The architecture of the ANN. The figure shows the network architecture, which includes
the following parts: input neurons ([ . . . ]), scaling neurons (green), principal components (blue),
perceptron neurons (red), probabilistic neuron (yellow), and output neuron ([FFO]). Abbreviations:
[MF]—machine failure occurrence; [CT]—cover thickness; [GC]—machine gravity center distortion;
[VA]—angular frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations; [VB]—angular frequency of horizontal
self-excited vibrations; [VC]—amplitudes of oscillation; [FA]—foundation area; [FV]—foundation
volume; [FFO]—foundation failure occurrence.
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We used the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm to find a suitable training rate [26–31]
and the Brent method [32–35] to obtain a quasi-Newton training direction step. We evaluated
the influence of each input variable by eliminating training input selectively and examining the output
results. The higher the input contribution nominal value was, the more substantial this variable was.
The lower the input contribution nominal value was, the lower the contribution it had. We found out
that the most influential were the foundation volume, machine gravity center distortion, the angular
frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations of the machine, and concrete cover thickness. Figure 6
shows an evaluation of the input contributions.
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We introduced input selection by growing algorithm [36–39]. To find out the optimal number of
artificial neurons, we used an order selection algorithm [40,41]. To evaluate the adopted approach
and study the loss, we prepared a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. This method is
a graphical illustration of how well the classifier discriminates between the two different classes.
This capacity of discrimination is measured by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) [42–44].
Figure 7 presents the receiver operating characteristic curve.
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An ROC curve represents the calculated sensitivity and specificity for a group of different
binary classifiers gathered by wavering the threshold value. The threshold value increases along
with the output probability of the testing instances. The adopted classifier is random. The vertical
axis corresponds to sensitivity (true positive rate), while the horizontal axis refers to specificity
(false positive rate). The more the chart deviates to the upper left corner, the larger the AUC,
and the better the model performs. In Figure 6, we can see that the graph is not entirely in the upper
left corner, but is tilted toward it. On the basis of the ROC curve models described in the literature,
we can say that our model, with a sensitivity of 0.87, was good (B class) [45].

We used a life curve as an additional evaluation method to check the performance of the predictive
model. Through this method, we tried to find the ratio between the positive prediction with and without
the adopted model. Figure 8 shows the life chart.
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However, it is puzzling that not every lift number followed a decreasing pattern, which may
indicate that the model did not order some part of the population adequately. Finally, we tried to
answer how the determined parameters could affect the failure occurrence rate. For this purpose,
we decided to use output charts, as shown in Figure 9, which represent the variability of a given input
parameter in relation to the foundation failure occurrence rate, while the remaining variables are fixed.
The output charts are a graphical illustration of how the ANN source code works. We present charts
only for parameters whose input contribution exceeded 1.0.
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2.4. Results and Discussion

We drew several conclusions: the higher the volume of the foundation was, the lower
the foundation failure rate was. Interestingly, we did not find a correlation with foundation surface size,
which we initially assumed. The gravity center distortion of the machine mounted on the foundation
gave a relatively high contribution to the results, but the output chart shows that this correlation was
almost flat, so it is hard to determine the actual dependency. We found out that the angular frequency
of the horizontal self-excited vibrations of the machine mounted on the foundation gave a significant
contribution to the results. The higher the value of the angular frequency of horizontal self-excited
vibrations was, the higher the foundation failure occurrence rate was. The cover thickness gave a proper
contribution, but the actual correlation was flat, with a slight extension toward increased failure rate
with an increase in coverage. In our database, the values of concrete cover thickness varied between 2
and 5 cm. However, we must point out that the dependencies presented in Figure 9 did not correspond
to the combined correlation of variables, but showed only a trend of a given variable concerning
the target variable. It should also be noted that input parameters gave different contributions to
the results, as we presented before in Figure 6. Based on the performed study, we can assume that it
is better to increase the volume of a foundation, and then the surface area, to decrease the chance of
a failure occurrence. Gravity center distortion did play a significant role in the considered case. It is
better to keep the angular frequency of horizontal self-excited vibrations of the machine mounted on
the foundation low to decrease the chance of a failure occurrence. It seems that cover thickness did
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not correlate with an increased failure rate, or most of the cover thicknesses in the foundations were
designed well, so this did not influence the results. Our analysis requires further research and will be
developed by us in the future.

3. Summary and Conclusions

The issue of the reliability of concrete foundations for machines is essential, especially in the gas
and oil industry. The repair of machine foundations generates both direct costs related to the renovation
or construction of a new foundation as well as indirect costs related to the disruption of the production
process. We undertook the task of determining which design parameters and operational parameters of
machines mounted on the foundations affect the failure occurrence rate of concrete machine foundations.
In our research, we used an extensive data resource acquired thanks to a partner company from
the gas and oil industry. In the analysis, we used state-of-the-art machine learning techniques to
build an optimal artificial neural network model. The dataset we obtained consisted of 510 records
and was divided into several subsets to feed an adopted ANN model. The dataset had 306 training
records (60%), 102 selection records (20%), and 102 testing records (20%). The adopted ANN model
had eight input and scaling neurons, eight principal components, three hidden layers, four perceptron
neurons, and one probabilistic and output neuron. We performed features scaling. We calculated
the suitable training rate using the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm and the step for
the quasi-Newton training direction using the Brent method. We performed input selection by growing
an input algorithm and found the optimal number of artificial neurons through an order selection
algorithm. We performed an input contribution analysis and found out that the failure occurrence
rate was most influenced by the foundation volume, machine gravity center distortion, the angular
frequency of vertical self-excited vibrations of the machine, and concrete cover thickness. To do
the evaluation, we prepared a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, obtaining a B class model
with a sensitivity value 0.87. As an evaluation, we also prepared a life chart with some minor issues,
which could indicate that the model does not order some part of the population correctly. Eventually,
we drew output charts to find out the nature of the observed correlations for four input variables with
an input contribution value higher than 1.0. We found out that the failure occurrence rate of concrete
machine foundations increased with smaller foundation volumes and a higher angular frequency of
the horizontal self-excited vibrations of the machine mounted on the foundation. It should be noted
that the presented machine learning approach may not adequately reflect all relationships between
the variables, and we will be developing it further. In future research ventures, primarily we would
like to increase our database and analyze more variables that may affect the failure occurrence rate
of foundations. In addition, in the future, we would like to increase the complexity of our machine
learning model and introduce convolutional networks.
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